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Soon after Armstrong`s left foot touched the surface of the moon
in July 21, 1969, Mars seemed to be the next target for any future
human space explorations [1, 2]. Although during these forty
five years, advances in different fields of science like materials,
electronics and space resulted in regular presence of satellites,
space explorers and even human in space stations but any long
travel including mission to the Mars has been limited by space
radiation due to its effect on materials, electronics and astronauts
[3, 4]. Space radiation can cause degradation in structural
materials, introduce noise in electronic system and impose threat
to astronauts` health due to biological changes, which could
result in diverse diseases like cancer. In order to overcome these
challenges, space radiation must be controlled and maintained
under the acceptable limits and this can be achieved by using
different shielding materials. Although shielding materials used in
space structures designs till date are effective in controlling the
radiation for short travels, their use for long duration mission may
not be adequate, either due to drastically increase in weight or
ineffectiveness of the material for long term travel. Therefore,
scientific community and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) have focused on finding new innovative
radiation shielding materials for the future space explorations.
This editorial presents an overview of one of such promising
materials viz. Boron Nitride Nanotubes as a future space radiation
shielding material.
Space radiation plays an important role in limiting any long
duration travel due to its effect on astronauts, space structures
and electronic equipment. These radiations are composed of
ionizing and non – ionizing radiations. The primary concern in

space exploration is ionizing radiation due to the particles high
energy levels, which ionizes matter as it comes in contact. Ionizing
radiation can be divided into three categories: Solar Particle Events
(SPE), Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), and Radiation trapped in the
Van Allen Belts around the Earth [5, 6]. GCR and SPE can also
form secondary neutron radiation after interacting with matter.
These secondary neutrons have the capability to cause the highest
level of damage since it is difficult to block them by magnetic
and electric fields. There are some materials which are being used
to absorb or block these neutrons, like aluminum, but they are
insufficient at preventing the maximum exposure allowed. The
general guideline for radiation exposure to human is 25 rem in any
30 day period, 50 rem in a year and 100-400 rem for the duration
of an astronaut’s career depending on gender [7]. Therefore, it is
essential to find new candidate materials with enhanced shielding
capability, not only to protect the astronaut from space radiation
but also to make long space duration human exploration possible.
Boron Nitride Nanotubes are nano size hollow tubes formed by
Boron and Nitrogen atoms. BNNTs structure is similar to Carbon
Nanotubes (CNTs) where each C–C bonds is replaced by B-N
bond with almost identical bond length. Although this similarity
suggests that BNNTs properties is similar to CNTs but there are
differences which makes BNNTs superior choice for specific
application including radiation shielding and organic photovoltaic
packaging [7-11]. Apart from replacing Carbon atoms with Boron
and Nitrogen atoms which is main reason for BNNTs radiation
shielding capability; CNTs may be semiconductor or metallic
mainly depending on nanotubes chirality (based on chirality,
Nanotubes can be categorized into three groups of Armchair,
Zig Zag and Chiral) while BNNTs has a specific band gap of
5.0–6.0 eV [10]. Also BNNTs offer better thermal stability,
chemical stability and higher thermal conductivity compared to
CNTs while it possesses almost similar mechanical properties
[12-16]. One of the interesting characteristics of BNNTs for
space application is that it offers both mechanical support and
radiation shielding capability which makes it suitable to be used
in structural materials of space crafts or even astronauts suits.The
radiation shielding of BNNTs is mainly relies on B10 capability in
capturing harmful neutrons due to its large neutron capture cross
section while Nitrogen is also effective shielding component (with
much less role comparing to B10).
Although BNNTs unique combination of mechanical strength,
thermal conductivity and stability and radiation shielding capability
makes it a perfect choice for long duration space application but
there are some challenges ahead which need to be addressed. One
of the main concerns about BNNTs role as a reinforcement is
transferring load from the matrix to them. As already seen in the
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case of CNTs, these nanostructures will not play as reinforcement
unless proper surface bonding between matrix molecules and
nanotubes atoms is achieved, otherwise CNTs or BNNTs act as a
defect and degrade materials mechanical properties [17]. Another
important question is the quantity of Nanotubes that can be
incorporated into the matrix and how much it is needed for the
effective radiation shielding for long duration space exploration.
Different techniques can be adopted to address the concerns
mentioned earlier. Some of these techniques include introducing
functionalization which improves interfacial bonding between
Nanotubes and matrix molecule [17], introducing hydrogenated
BNNTs to improve the radiation shielding capability and interfacial
bonding [18]; and use of CNTs or BNNTs in the form of fibril or
yarn which can increase the volume fraction of nanostructure in
the composite [19]. Although there is a long road ahead towards
human`s long duration space exploration, BNNTs seems to be a
promising materials for the successful future travel to Mars.
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